
Morning Update 2/25/2021 

 

We restored 1,100 members service yesterday. 

Areas restored: 

Willow City was energized late yesterday up to the fire station.  This line runs along Old Willow Road and 

we will be working the taps off that main line to get them back on. 

We worked on Tivydale Road between n Fredericksburg and Harper getting poles replaced and taps on 

as we work toward Harper. 

Many locations around Harper. 

Large areas of damage were the focus yesterday: 

• Klein Branch Road -Harper 

• Jung Rd – Harper 

• Lower Reservation Rd – Harper 

• Kramer Road – North of Harper 

• Old Willow Road – Willow City 

• Cherry Mountain Loop – North Hwy 87 Fredericksburg 

• North Hwy 965 south of Enchanted Rock 

We have 76 crews working on the CTEC system.   

Damage is extensive and we must look at every line before we attempt to restore service to make sure it 

is up and intact.  We are finding damage in almost every tap.  Depending on the terrain, access and 

ground conditions drives how long it takes to patrol each line.   

Main line 3- phase feeders must be repaired first.  We are finding conductor damage and numerous 

poles down from the heavy ice.  When we have the 3-phase up and working we can then work on 

restoring single-phase taps.  Once again, we must ride the entire line to make sure the wire is up.  The 

heavy ice broke or damaged the #4 ACSR wire or pulled it our of the dead-end.    

We made great progress on repairing main lines and getting the 3-phase restored yesterday.  Getting 

those energized will then allow us to start repairing taps and get service restored. 

We want to thank all the encouragement, notes and food that we are receiving.   

The area we are working now from Mountain Home to Enchanted Rock sustained the most damage 

from heavy ice and will take the most effort to repair. 

Because of the amount of damage and repair required, we are not able to give a time when certain 

areas are restored.  We wish we could provide that level of detail on repairs. 

The crews remain focused on getting the system back up and getting power to everyone.  There is rain 

in the forecast and any significant amount would slow our progress.  We are used bulldozers in areas 

now and that makes repairs difficult. 



 

 

 


